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HIGH PERFORMANCE CIRCULATORS, ISOLATORS AND
ELECTRONIC WAVEGUIDE SWITCHES

Wieslaw S. Piotrowski
TRW Defense and Space Systems Group

One Space Park, M5/1426
Redondo Beach, California 90278

ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a most recent high technology development program that
has led to significant state-of-the-art advances in the design and development of
circulators, isolators and electronic waveguide switches at microwave and millimeter wave
frequencies. These components are constructed by the use of an analytical design
procedure. They are characterized by excellent electrical and environmental performance
and feature a simple mechanical configuration, which results in significantly reduced
prices. These units are presentl y commercially available from Aertech Industries,
Sunnyvale, California, a TRW subsidiary.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the development of a series of high performance waveguide
circulators, isolators and latching waveguide switches for use in a variety of
communication systems, including ground-based, airborne and spaceborne applications.
These components were designed to meet the electrical requirements of high efficiency
solid state microwave sources and the structural and environmental specifications for
spaceborne applications. They meet these requirements by providing an outstanding
electrical performance with low insertion loss of 0.1 dB,which is crucial for efficient
operation of one-port solid state oscillators, amplifiers and power combiners. For the
devices with wide-band negative resistance characteristics, they also provide an excellent
match of up to 35 percent of instantaneous bandwidth. Among other characteristics of
TRW ferrite components is their thermal stability and structural simplicity, which insures
repeatability of performance, minimizes the fabrication, assembly and quality control
problems, and structural integrity, which makes the components impervious to shock and
vibration. These units surpass by wide margins the quality of other ferrite components
available on the market.



The electrical performance of typical TRW circulators is depicted in Figures 1 and 2. Both
the XL- and Ka-band units show excellent VSWR, isolation and insertion loss over large
bandwidths. Figure 3 is swept frequency responses of an XL-band circulator over the
temperature range from -5 to +125EF, which indicate excellent thermal stability.

Figure 1.  XL-band circulator. VSWR, isolation and insertion loss over the whole
range of WR-112 waveguide (7.05-10.00 GHz).

CIRCULATOR JUNCTION DEVELOPMENT

The development of high performance ferrite components was initiated in 1974 at TRW
Defense and Space Systems Group as a part of a major R&D effort aimed at development
of solid state RF sources. When the market search disclosed that even on special order,
state-of-the-art circulators were totally inadequate for our purposes, the current highly
successful program was initiated as a task to develop a low loss circulator at Ka-band.
What appeared at that time as a technically ambitious task, resulted in a device with the
performance characteristics by far exceeding our orignnal goals. It was obvious that we
had achieved a significant advancement in the state-of-the-art of electrical and
environmental performance, combined with the structural simplicity and low
manufacturing cost.



Figure 2.  Swept VSWR, Isolation and insertion loss of Ka-band circulator
(WR-28 waveguide).

From the perspective of time, the most instrumental to our success was the adoption of the
cylindrical geometry. It was a radical departure from common practices, opinions, and
theoretical dissertations at that time and persisting to this day, about the merits of the
widely used triangular geometry for waveguide circulator junctions. The results achieved
with the cylindrical junction geometry, during the past four years, by far exceed those
obtained with the triangular junction during more than two decades of effort by countless
developers. The reasons, comparing these two approaches today, are simple and obvious:

• The triangular geometry proponents consider one potential aspect of the design,
which is never practically realized because several others are either ignored or
severely compromized by a basically unsound structural design.

• The adoption of the cylindrical geometry was based on consideration of all
important aspects of the problem. A well thought-out approach, although seemingly
risky and contrary to prevailing practice at that time, provided a sound basis for
several highly successful developments.

The development of ferrite components was firmly entrenched for more than two decades
as an art, requiring high degrees of intuition, sophistication and patience during lengthy
and expensive experimental cut-and-try programs. The voluminous technical writings, no
matter how elegant and mathematically advanced, never even provided a reasonable
explanation how a circulator works. Numerous studies and proposed computer aided
designs never led to acceptable performance. Then, during the early seventies, several
workers made significant contributions:



Figure 3.  VSWR, isolation, and insertion loss performance of XL-band circulator
over -5 to +125EF temperature range.



• B. Owen1 from Bell Labs identified circulator modes and explained the turnstile
circulator action.

• J. Helszajn2 from Scotland published several useful papers.

• E. J. Denlinger3 from RCA developed and published an analytical procedure for the
design of circulators in reduced height waveguide.

The review of the market, the historical data and the cited contributions, made one fact
abundantly clear: if there was any chance for taking the development of the circulators out
of the realm of art by the use of an analytical engineering procedure, it was the cylindrical
geometry that offered the best potential. Our experimental data, combined with bits and
pieces of analytical work pertaining to cylindrically shaped ferrites, scattered in many
technical writings, were correlated, verified, assembled, and honed into an analytical
engineering design procedure for a standard height waveguide circulator. In the degree of
difficulty this design procedure is comparable to a design of a transistor amplifier given the
characteristics of the transistor. The significance of the circulator design procedure can be
appreciated by considering that it drastically reduces the engineering cost of junction
circulators for all waveguides in the microwave range up to 50 GHz; the upper frequency
limit is determined by the characteristics of available ferrite materials. The design
procedure permits low cost of special custom designs to fit specific system requirements
because of the low costs of nonrecurring engineering.

In order to allow comparison and evaluation of both the triangular and cylindrical
junctions, they are depicted side-by-side in Figure 4. The triangular circulator junction is
an assembly of triangular prisms. The indexing of all parts of the junction in respect to
each other and to the housing employs accurate tooling and the epoxy bonding along six
interfaces requires cure at elevated temperature and strict quality control to insure
reliability of the assembly. In spite of all these efforts, the circulator emerging from the
curing oven is far from completed. The tolerances of difficult to produce and to inspect
triangular prisms, imperfections at sharp points and shifts of parts during assembly and
cure, produce distortion of performance that is customarily corrected by addition of small
tuning dielectric chips, which are glued at the several circulator ports as required to meet
the specifications. The circulators produced in this manner are neither repeatable nor
reproducible. Each one is a singular custom design and dependent upon the skill and
judgement of a technician making the adjustments. The electrical performance is degraded
by excess ferrite and dielectric material on the one hand, and the presence of epoxy in the
waveguide increases the insertion loss on the other. Now, the electrical performance must
be maintained under specified environmental conditions. Of these, the shock, vibration and
temperature are most difficult for the rigid, brittle, triangular junction. Produced under
most meticulous and stringent quality control conditions, the junction must still be judged 



Figure 4.  Comparison of triangular and TRW’s cylindrical circulator junction.

as unreliable. Also, during the experimental design phase, this construction does not allow
for quick and easy changes and modifications making the development costly.

In contrast, the TRW circulator junction is an assembly of easy to produce and to inspect,
cylindrically shaped parts, as seen in Figures 4 and 5. The junction ferrites, dielectric
spacers and the septum are contained in a teflon tube, fitting into the recesses of two
metallic transformers installed into the waveguide walls. The assembly procedure is
trivially simple. The junction is self-locking and self-indexing. The electrical performance
is repeatable and reproducible. During the past four years, not one circulator required any
corrective tuning after assembly. Multi-junction units, used for isolation of cascaded
amplifiers, did not require any inter-stage tuning. The thermal performance, where 100EF
produces negligible changes of electrical performance, is controlled by proper selection of
the ferrite materials, dimensions of the junction components and magnetization of the
junction. Under shock and vibration to manned spacecraft specification requirements, not
one failure was registered during extensive qualification testing; the ferrites of the junction
are protected from resonances under dynamic conditions by two design features: the pull
of the biasing magnets, combined with the friction damping provided by the tube enclosing
the ferrites. The analytical design procedure has been verified over a series of waveguide
bands from 7 to 40 Gliz.



Figure 5.  Complete set ferrite junction piece parts for one X-band circulator.

SWITCHING JUNCTION DEVELOPMENT

The development of the waveguide switching/latching circulator, initiated at TRW during
1977, is a logical expansion of a well established program to provide design methods for
producible high performance ferrite components. The main thrust of this effort was
directed toward the development of a design that would be applicable to as wide a
frequency range as is covered by the standard waveguides up to at least 100 GHz. This
requirement eliminated from serious consideration all design approaches which are based
on an internal (to the waveguide) actuator coil. The size of the switching coil wire is a
function of the switching current, which is essentially constant and independent of
frequency. In larger waveguides, it causes a relatively minor problem, it is a significant
factor at Ku-and K-band, and becomes prohibitively large in waveguides used at millimeter
wave frequencies. There was no question during initial considerations about the choice of
the geometry: the cylindrical geometry, successfully used in our non-switching circulators,
was an overwhelming winner in comparison with complicated and cumbersome prismatic
configurations used by all other manufacturers.

Both configurations, the internally actuated and the TRW design with separate external
switching driver ferrites, are depicted side-by-side in Figure 6. The internally actuated
switching junction employs complex ferrite and dielectric transformer configurations,
difficult to manufacture and to inspect. The component parts of the junction are bonded
with epoxy into one rigid assembly, inherently unreliable under shock, vibration and
thermal shock. Besides the wire in the waveguide disqualifying it at higher frequencies, the
approach imposes severe limitations on the designer as to the bandwidth and the choice of
ferrite matterials. To simultaneously achieve circulation and switching/latching with
acceptable isolation and VSWR, a compromise is necessary - neither function may be
separately optimized.



Figure 6.  Comparison of conventional and cylindrical junction

No such restrictions are present in the TRW design. The RF junction ferrites may be
selected for any required characteristics: low, medium or high power, thermal stability, low
or high temperature performance. The junction is relatively easy to match to the standard
waveguide using a metallic transformer. Cylindrically shaped, simple parts are easily
produced with a high degree of accuracy and are just as easily inspected to confirm the
required dimensions at much lower cost than corresponding parts of the other design. The
assembly is self-indexing and mechanically interlocked without the use of any bonding
epoxies.

To maintain the switch latched in its last switched condition, an intimate contact between
the RF ferrites and their driver ferrites is insured by properly designed wavy-washer type
springs, which compress the whole junction assembly. In this manner, the thermal
expansion, shock and vibration problems are effectively eliminated.

As a circulator, the magnetic circuit consists of two separate circulator turnstiles, mounted
symetrically in respect to the center of waveguide height. The size of the RF junction
ferrite is determined by establishing first the size that would be required in a standard fixed
magnetic bias circulator with axial magnetization. The dimensions are then increased to
provide proper cross-sectional area to provide the return path for the magnetic flux. The
final dimensions are established experimentally. A thin gold foil with a thickness of about



five times the skin current depth separates the RF ferrite from its driver ferrite and forms
the waveguide wall in the area of the junction. A current pulse through the coil, embedded
in the groove of the ferrite driver, produces an internal, toroidal magnetic field in the RF
ferrite-driver ferrite assembly. Once this field is established at its remanent magnetization
level, the switch is latched until a reverse polarity current pulse is applied. The RF junction
ferrites are selected to satisfy given circulator requirements, normally RF power level,
insertion loss characteristics or thermal performance. It should be noted that this degree of
freedom is not readily available with an internal actuator design. The switch-driver ferrites
are outside of the RF path and the material is selected on the basis of its magnetic
characteristics only. The size is established to insure proper magnetization of the RF
junction in a latched state.

The designs of switching circulators with external drivers were attempted in the past. Most
were discarded as impractical for several reasons:

• The attempts to maintain axial magnetization of the RF junction required a magnetic
switching circuit, which in its loop contained the waveguide; the one-turn
transformer effect caused by the waveguide decreased the switching speed and
increased the switching energy requirements to impractical levels.

• In order to maintain a closed magnetic loop, a full waveguide height ferrite was
used. This method never resulted in acceptable circulator performance.

• The attempt to reduce the one-turn transformer effect by splitting the waveguide and
placing insulating material between the two halves was ineffective and would not be
compatible with usual electromagnetic interference (EMI) specifications.

The TRW design employs an optimized circulator design with toroidally shaped magnetic
field, as is used in internally switched circulators or latching phase shifters. The magnetic
circuit is much shorter than that which surrounds the waveguide housing, and the one-turn
transformer effect, although still present in the thin gold foil separating RF ferrites from the
driver ferrites is significantly reduced from that caused by the waveguide housing.

With the gold foil thickness of about five skin current depths, the switching speed at
XL-band is less than 100 microseconds, at 18 GHz will be about 70-80 microseconds,
about 50 microseconds at 30 GHz and 4-6 microseconds at 90 GHz. It should be pointed
out that the switching speeds of 1.7 microseconds are possible with internal switching coil
design. These switching speeds can be approached with a radially slotted gold foil, which
would interrupt and significantly reduce the eddy current flow during switching, thereby
improving the switching speed. Where moderate switching speeds are acceptable, the
present design offers an excellent RF performance, has much improved high power



capability, is shock and vibration proof, has an outstanding repeatability and producibility
at significantly lower cost. An assortment of circulators and switches is depicted in
Figure 7.

Figure7.  Waveguide circulators and latching seitches covering
several waveguide frequency ranges.
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